OWN THE FUTURE OF ALL INCLUSIVE

Carve out an exclusive niche in the all inclusive segment by capturing the attention and loyalty of the world’s high-end travelers. That’s the unique opportunity in Hyatt Ziva and Hyatt Zilara resorts, each of which is designed to deliver exceptional performance in a growing market. Located in resort destinations such as Mexico and Jamaica, these properties provide experienced travelers with a new level of quality and care in an all inclusive experience.

HYATT ZIVA
Resorts cater to guests of all ages.

HYATT ZILARA
Resorts designed for adults only.
Meet growing demand

As the first global multi-brand hotel company to enter the all inclusive market, Hyatt has seized the opportunity to expand globally, enabling resort owners to capitalize on the rapidly growing demand and strong operating margins of this increasingly popular resort segment.

All inclusive resorts attract approximately **12-12.5 million** Americans each year

*Lodging Magazine, “All-Inclusive Industry is an Attractive Investment Option.”*

TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence Awarded to

- Hyatt Ziva Cancun
- Hyatt Ziva Rose Hall
- Hyatt Zilara Rose Hall
- Hyatt Ziva Puerto Vallarta
- Hyatt Ziva Los Cabos

Drive reservations with a loyal following

The World of Hyatt loyalty program provides access to Hyatt loyalists who stay more, spend more, and book direct, adding greater value to your bottom line.

Competitive Landscape

Beaches | Dreams | Sandals | Secrets

Media contact: Jennifer Rubin, +1 312 780 5808, jennifer.rubin@hyatt.com
Visit hyattdevelopment.com
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